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Explanation of procedures
 

Unless Parliament decides otherwise, texts taken in plenary will be put to the vote in the following order
 

À = Deadlines    ´ = Deadlines if requested    6 = Text not yet adopted, possibly deadlines

1. Third reading

- Ordinary legislative procedure («««III)
majority of votes cast to approve a joint text

2. Consent

- Consent procedure («««)
where the Treaties require a majority of Parliament’s component Members to adopt or reject a decision giving consent

3. Second reading

- Ordinary legislative procedure («««II)
majority of Parliament's component Members to reject or amend the Council position; majority of votes cast to approve the
Council position

4. Parliament's Rules of Procedure

- Amendments to Rules of Procedure
majority of Parliament's component Members to adopt amendments
majority of votes cast to adopt a proposal for a decision

5. First reading

- Ordinary legislative procedure («««I)
majority of votes cast to approve or amend a legislative proposal
majority of votes cast to adopt a draft legislative resolution

6. Consent

- Consent procedure («««)
where the Treaties require a majority of votes cast to adopt or reject a decision giving consent

7. Other procedures

- Consultation procedure («)
majority of votes cast to approve or amend a legislative proposal
majority of votes cast to adopt a draft legislative resolution

- Others (statements, oral questions, own-initiative reports, waiver of immunity)
majority of votes cast to adopt a motion for a resolution or a proposal for a decision



Thursday 10 September 2015

 

 

09:00 - 11:50     

 

Debates on cases of breaches of human rights, democracy and the rule of law - One

hour maximum (Rule 135)
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09:00 - 11:50 Debates

12:00 - 14:00 VOTES followed by explanations of votes

68 À • 30th and 31st annual reports on monitoring the application of EU law (2012-2013)

Report: Kostas Chrysogonos (A8-0242/2015)

Report on the 30th and 31st annual reports on monitoring the application of EU Law
(2012-2013)

[2014/2253(INI)]

Committee on Legal Affairs

136 • The gender dimension of trafficking in human beings

Oral question

Iratxe García Pérez, Catherine Bearder (O-000079/2015 - B8-0568/2015)
Committee on Women's Rights and Gender Equality
Commission
The gender dimension of trafficking in human beings

[2015/2744(RSP)]

132 À • Russia, in particular the case of Eston Kohver, Oleg Santsov and Alexander
Kolchenko

RC B8-0845/2015, B8-0845/2015, B8-0847/2015, B8-0849/2015, B8-0850/2015,
B8-0851/2015, B8-0852/2015, B8-0855/2015

[2015/2838(RSP)]

133 À • Angola

RC B8-0846/2015, B8-0846/2015, B8-0848/2015, B8-0853/2015, B8-0854/2015,
B8-0857/2015, B8-0859/2015, B8-0861/2015

[2015/2839(RSP)]

134 À • Azerbaijan

RC B8-0856/2015, B8-0856/2015, B8-0858/2015, B8-0860/2015, B8-0862/2015,
B8-0863/2015, B8-0864/2015, B8-0865/2015

[2015/2840(RSP)]



12:00 - 14:00     VOTES followed by explanations of votes
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9 • Motions for resolutions concerning debates on cases of breaches of human rights, democracy and the
rule of law (Rule 135)

127 À - Migration and refugees in Europe

Motions for resolutions

RC B8-0832/2015, B8-0832/2015, B8-0833/2015, B8-0834/2015, B8-0835/2015, B8-0837/2015,
B8-0838/2015, B8-0842/2015

[2015/2833(RSP)]

99 À - The EU's role in the Middle East peace process

Motions for resolutions

RC B8-0836/2015, B8-0836/2015, B8-0839/2015, B8-0840/2015, B8-0841/2015, B8-0843/2015,
B8-0844/2015

[2015/2685(RSP)]

128 À - Situation in Belarus

Motions for resolutions

RC B8-0866/2015, B8-0866/2015, B8-0872/2015, B8-0874/2015, B8-0876/2015, B8-0878/2015,
B8-0879/2015, B8-0880/2015

[2015/2834(RSP)]

72 À - Social entrepreneurship and social innovation in combatting unemployment

Report: Verónica Lope Fontagné (A8-0247/2015)

[2014/2236(INI)]

Committee on Employment and Social Affairs

24 À - Creating a competitive EU labour market for the 21st century

Report: Martina Dlabajová (A8-0222/2015)

[2014/2235(INI)]

Committee on Employment and Social Affairs

68 À - 30th and 31st annual reports on monitoring the application of EU law (2012-2013)

Report: Kostas Chrysogonos (A8-0242/2015)

[2014/2253(INI)]

Committee on Legal Affairs
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